In the first part of the talk measurements were presented by H1 and ZEUS of the charm fragmentation into D * mesons at HERA, investigating the charm fragmentation function. Since these results were already presented at the EPS-HEP 2009 conference, the reader is referred to the corresponding proceedings [1] . In the remainder of this article we will focus completely on the second part of the talk, presenting a new ZEUS measurement [2] of the production of the excited charm mesons D 1 (2420) 0 and D * 2 (2460) 0 in ep collisions. The masses, widths and helicity parameters of these resonances were determined and compared with previous measurements and theoretical expectations. The results can also be compared with new high precision measurements [3] by BABAR, which were presented at this conference. A good agreement between the ZEUS and BABAR results is observed.
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Introduction
The large charm production cross section and the well established ground state charm mesons D and D * allow a search for excited charm meson states in ep collisions at HERA. In a previous analysis of the production of such states [4] , the orbitally excited states D 1 (2420) 0 with J P = 1 + and D * 2 (2460) 0 with J P = 2 + were studied in the decay modes:
The width of the D 0 1 (53.2 ± 7.2(stat.)
−4.9 (syst.) MeV) was above the world average value 20.4 ± 1.7 MeV [5] . In addition, a study of the helicity angular distribution of the D 1 (2420) 0 was consistent with some S-wave admixture in the decay D 0 1 → D * ± π ∓ , contrary to theoretical predictions [6] and to previous experimental results [?] which yielded a pure D-wave decay in this channel.
In this paper we repeat the analysis with an independent data sample of higher integrated luminosity. The new analysis is performed with the upgraded ZEUS detector, which included a Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD). The analysis was performed using data taken from 2003 to 2007, when HERA collided electrons or positrons at 27.5 GeV with protons at 920 GeV. The data correspond to an integrated luminosity of 373 pb −1 . To maximise the statistics, events with both photoproduction (PHP) and deep-inelastic scattering were used in this analysis. Events produced in the PHP regime contributed 70 − 80% of the selected charm meson samples.
Results

D * ± mesons were identified via the decay mode
where π s is a low-momentum ("soft") pion due to the small mass difference, ∆M, between D * + and D 0 . The corresponding antiparticle decays were also measured. 1 A clean D * + signal of 66, 804 ± 448 events is seen (not shown here) in the ∆M distribution and all D * + candidates with 0.144 < ∆M < 0.147 GeV were used for the subsequent excited charm mesons analysis.
D ± mesons were reconstructed from the decay D + → K − π + π + with looser kinematic cuts than in the previous analysis [4] due to the cleaner measurement with the MVD. The decay-length significance, defined as S = l/σ l , was used to reject combinatorial background, where the decay length l is the distance in the transverse plane between the production point and decay vertex of the D ± meson and σ l is the uncertainty of this distance. A clear D ± signal of 53, 902 ± 446 events is seen (not shown here) in the M(K − π + π − ) distribution for events with significance S > 3 and all such D ± candidates with 1.85 < M(Kππ) < 1.89 GeV were used for the subsequent excited charm mesons analysis.
The To distinguish between D 0 1 /D * 0 2 → D * ± π ∓ , the D 0 1 and D * 0 2 helicity angular distributions were used. These can be parametrised as dN/d cos α ≈ 1 + h cos 2 α, where α is the angle between the π a and π s momenta in the D * + rest frame and h is the helicity parameter, predicted [6] to be h=3 for , is consistent with the pure D-wave prediction of h=3. The presented measurements can also be compared to new high precision results [3] by BABAR, which were presented at this conference. Among other parameters, BABAR measured the D 0 1 width to be Γ(D 0 1 ) = 31.4 ± 0.5(stat.) ± 1.3(syst.) MeV, which is also higher than the above-quoted PDG value. This result agrees well with the old [4] and new preliminary ZEUS results.
Conclusions
The 
